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Abstract

Covert spatial attention is thought to facilitate the maintenance of locations in working memory, and EEG a-band activity (8–12Hz) is
proposed to track the focus of covert attention. Recent work has shown that multivariate patterns of a-band activity track the polar
angle of remembered locations relative to fixation. However, a defining feature of covert spatial attention is that it facilitates processing
in a specific region of the visual field, and prior work has not determined whether patterns of a-band activity track the two-dimensional
(2-D) coordinates of remembered stimuli within a visual hemifield or are instead maximally sensitive to the polar angle of remembered
locations around fixation. Here, we used a lateralized spatial estimation task, in which observers remembered the location of one or
two target dots presented to one side of fixation, to test this question. By applying a linear discriminant classifier to the topography of
a-band activity, we found that we were able to decode the location of remembered stimuli. Critically, model comparison revealed that
the pattern of classifier choices observed across remembered positions was best explained by a model assuming that a-band activity
tracks the 2-D coordinates of remembered locations rather than a model assuming that a-band activity tracks the polar angle of
remembered locations relative to fixation. These results support the hypothesis that this a-band activity is involved in the spotlight of
attention, and arises from mid- to lower-level visual areas involved in maintaining spatial locations in working memory.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY A substantial body of work has shown that patterns of EEG a-band activity track the angular coordinates of
attended and remembered stimuli around fixation, but whether these patterns track the two-dimensional coordinates of stimuli pre-
sented within a visual hemifield remains an open question. Here, we demonstrate that a-band activity tracks the two-dimensional coordi-
nates of remembered stimuli within a hemifield, showing that a-band activity reflects a spotlight of attention focused on locations
maintained in working memory.

alpha; attention; EEG; visual working memory

INTRODUCTION

An emerging view is that EEG a-band activity (8–12Hz)
directly reflects the focus of covert spatial attention (1, 2) and
that this focus of attention facilitates the online maintenance
of locations in working memory (3–5). In support of this view
is a growing body of work demonstrating that patterns of
a-band activity on the scalp track the polar angle of attended
(6–9) and remembered locations relative to fixation (10–14).

A defining feature of covert spatial attention is the facilita-
tion of processing in a region of space such that processing
benefits decrease as distance from the attended region of
space increases (15–17). The widespread observation of facili-
tated processing in a subset of the visual field has led to the

generally accepted theory that spatial attention operates like
a spotlight (15, 17). One limitation of work connecting a-band
activity to the focus of covert attention is that it is primarily
supported by studies in which stimuli are either presented
around fixation or in opposite hemifields along the midline.
This means that the spatial precision of this attention mech-
anism could be extremely fine, as you would expect if it is
generated by neurons in areas with small, precise receptive
fields like homologs of V2 or V4 (18). Or it could be fairly
coarse, such as covering entire quadrants of the visual field
or entire hemifields, as is common of neurons in higher level
visual areas such as neurons in inferotemporal cortex or the
frontal eye fields (19, 20). Thus, an important open question
is whether patterns of a-band activity track the precise two-
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dimensional (2-D) coordinates of stimuli presented within
the same visual hemifield or a coarse representation of quad-
rants or even larger regions.

On the one hand, it is well known that cortical regions
throughout the visual hierarchy contain retinotopic maps
that are sensitive to both polar angle and stimulus eccentric-
ity (21, 22). a-Band activity has been proposed to be linked to
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) blood-oxy-
gen-level dependent (BOLD) activity in areas of the visual
and parietal lobes, including areas with small receptive fields
(23, 24), and patterns of fMRI BOLD activity in visual and pa-
rietal cortex have been found to track both the polar angle
and eccentricity of attended and remembered stimuli (25,
26). In addition, recent work has shown that multivariate
patterns of a-band power reflect other properties of covert
spatial attention, such as the temporal dynamics of covert
spatial orienting and whether attention is focused on a broad
or narrow swath of the visual field (7, 27). Taken together,
this past work suggests that a-band activity may directly
reflect the focus of covert attention in mid- to lower-level vis-
ual areas with precise visual fields that track the two-dimen-
sional coordinates of attended stimuli. This account predicts
that it should be possible to decode the location of stimuli that
are presented at the same polar angle from fixation within a
hemifield (e.g., both stimuli are presented at 45� relative to fix-
ation) when they are presented at different eccentricities.

On the other hand, while a-band activity has been proposed
to reflect fMRI BOLD activity in the visual and parietal lobe
(23, 24), analyses linking multivariate patterns of a-band activ-
ity to retinotopic patterns in the visual system have so far only
tested patterns of activity corresponding to the angular loca-
tion of stimuli around fixation (24). In addition, although pre-
vious work has shown that it is possible to use patterns of
a-band activity to correctly estimate which of eight specific
angular locations around fixation were attended (7, 11), above-
chance estimation of these individual location bins could be
driven by relatively coarse activation of brain areas. For exam-
ple, it would be possible to discriminate between the eight
locations used in this previous work even if a-band power
reflects activity from neural populations with large receptive
fields that correspond to entire quadrants of the visual field
because four of the eight location bins span either vertical or
horizontal meridians, and patterns of a-band activity at merid-
ian locationswould reflect activation of two neural populations
each responding to a different visual quadrant whereas loca-
tions between meridians would reflect activation correspond-
ing to a single quadrant. Moreover, evidence for whether
a-band power tracks the eccentricity of stimuli from fixation
has been inconclusive, with some studies showing that a-band
power tracks the eccentricity of items from fixation whereas
others have found that it does not (28, 29). Also, recent work
finds that the same patterns of a-band power that track loca-
tions of stimuli presented around fixation at one eccentricity
can be used to reliably reconstruct locations at the same angle
relative to fixation at a different eccentricity (9). Thus, the pos-
sibility remains that multivariate patterns of a-band activity
on the scalp are sensitive to relatively coarse populations of
neural activity that are limited to tracking the polar angle of
stimuli from fixation, but are not sensitive to within hemifield
eccentricity from fixation. This account predicts that it should
not be possible for a classifier to differentiate between the

locations of stimuli that are presented at different eccentric-
ities if they are presented at the same polar angle from
fixation.

In the present work, we tested whether a-band activity
tracks the two-dimensional coordinates of remembered loca-
tions or if a-band activity is limited to tracking the polar
angle of remembered locations relative to fixation. To an-
swer this question, we used a lateralized spatial estimation
task in which observers were centrally cued to remember the
location of one or two target dots presented to one side of the
screen. Targets were presented without distractors in experi-
ment 1, whereas in experiment 2 observers also ignored the
location of distractor dots presented on the uncued side of
the screen. We reasoned that if relatively coarse patterns of
a-band responses enable tracking of remembered locations,
we would be unable to track the precise location of each
stimulus when two stimuli were presented at confusable
locations in a single hemifield. Alternatively, if a-band activ-
ity patterns can finely track remembered locations, we
would be able to track remembered locations even when
they were presented within a single hemifield. By applying a
linear discriminant analysis to the topography of a-band ac-
tivity on the scalp, we found that we were able to success-
fully decode remembered locations. Critically, model
comparison revealed that the pattern of classifier choices
observed across remembered positions was best explained
by a model assuming that a-band activity tracks the two-
dimensional coordinates of remembered locations rather
than a model assuming that a-band activity only tracks the
polar angle of remembered stimuli relative to fixation.
Together these results are consistent with a framework in
which these a-band signals arise inmid- to lower-level visual
areas involved in the deployment of covert attention to spa-
tial locations being maintained in working memory.

METHODS

Participants

Fifty-nine adults (27 in experiment 1 and 32 in experiment
2; mean age: 22.2 yr, SD: 4.1; 42 female) participated in the
study for monetary compensation ($15/h). All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided
written, informed consent; the study protocol was approved
by the Vanderbilt University Internal Review Board.

Participant exclusions for experiment 1.
The target sample size was determined before data collection
and was 20 subjects; based on observations from past work,
it was determined that 16 subjects is sufficient to obtain ro-
bust spatially specific a-band activity (9, 11, 30). We opted for
a slightly larger sample size in case the spatial selectivity of
lateralized stimuli was weaker than centrally presented stim-
uli. Participants were excluded from the final sample of
experiment 1 if fewer than 400 trials remained in either con-
dition after discarding trials contaminated by recording or
ocular artifacts (see Artifact Rejection). This artifact number
exclusion criterion was set during the first half of data collec-
tion based on the number of artifact free trials most subjects
could complete during the session. Importantly this criterion
was set before the preprocessed data were analyzed. Four
observers were excluded because too few trials remained
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after artifact rejection, and data collection was terminated
early for two participants due to excessive artifacts. The final
sample included 21 observers (mean age: 21.7 yr, SD: 2.4; 14
female) with an average of 535 (SD = 71) trials for one-item trials
and 559 (SD = 74) trials for two-item trials. The final sample
included one extra participant because the experiments were
scheduled aweek in advance and the data from all participants
in the final week passed the artifact exclusion criterion.

Participant exclusions for experiment 2.
The target sample size was determined before data collection
and was 30 participants. An increase in sample size relative to
experiment 1 was adopted in case the inclusion of distractor
items resulted in reduced spatial selectivity for targets. We
made the decision to terminate data collection early (after 26
participants) because the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic pre-
cluded further data collection. Participants were excluded from
thefinal sample if fewer than 200 trials per condition remained
after discarding trials contaminated by recording or ocular arti-
facts (see Artifact Rejection). This artifact exclusion criterion
was decided on before data collection because it resulted in the
same number of trials per condition as in experiment 1 (e.g.,
400 trials per set size and 400 trials per hemifield). Three
observers were excluded because too few trials remained after
artifact rejection, and data collection was terminated early for
three participants due to excessive artifacts. The final sample
included 26 observers (mean age: 22.6 yr, SD: 5.34; 19 female)
with an average of 297 (SD = 45) one-item left-target trials, 301
(SD=44) one-item right-target trials, 286 (SD = 46) two-item
left-target trials, and 288 (SD = 38) two-item right-target trials.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Participants were tested in a dimly lit, electrically shielded
chamber. Stimuli were generated usingMATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (31, 32) and were
presented on a 24 in. LCDmonitor (refresh rate: 120Hz, resolu-
tion: 1,080 � 1,920 pixels) at a viewing distance of 75cm (head
position was stabilized with a chinrest). A gray background
(40.8cd/m2) and a white fixation dot (0.2� of visual angle in di-
ameter, 13.2cd/m2) appeared in all displays.

Experiment 1 task procedure and stimuli.
Participants performed a spatial short-term memory task in
which theymaintained fixation and remembered the position

of one or two stimuli presented to the left of fixation (Fig. 1A).
Participants initiated each trial with a spacebar press reveal-
ing a fixation point presented for 500–800ms (duration
drawn from a rectangular distribution). Next, a memory array
that contained one or two colored circles presented on a large
gray ring (8 of visual angle in diameter, 0.2� thick, 13.2 cd/m2)
appeared for 250ms. The center of the grey ring was 6� of vis-
ual angle to the left of fixation; thus, stimuli were presented
between 2� and 10� to the left of fixation. On one-item trials,
the stimulus was blue (0.4� in diameter, 71.0cd/m2) or green
(0.4� in diameter, 114cd/m2), and on two-item trials, one stim-
ulus was blue and the other was green. The memory array
was followed by a 1,000-ms delay period with only the fixa-
tion point on the screen. After the delay period, the fixation
point turned blue or green to indicate which stimulus to
report. At the same time, a gray circular cursor (0.2� of visual
angle in diameter, 13.2 cd/m2) appeared at the center of a gray
ring (8� of visual angle in diameter, 0.2� thick, 13.2 cd/m2), and
participants reported the remembered location of the probed
stimulus by using the mouse to click on the perimeter of the
probe ring.

Participants were instructed to remember the position of
each sample stimulus on the gray ring as precisely as possi-
ble. To encourage participants to respond as accurately as
possible, they received feedback with their average response
error every 64 trials. Participants performed as many trials
as they could complete during the 4-h EEG session, up to a
maximum of 12 blocks of 128 trials each. Participants com-
pleted a short series of practice trials before starting the
main experiment to verify that they understood the task.
The number of to-be-remembered items (1 or 2) and the color
of the probed item (green or blue) for each trial were counter-
balanced across each block so that an equal number of each
combination of trial types occurred in each block. The order
of trial types was randomized for each block.

The angular position of each stimulus around the circular
stimulus space was sampled from eight position bins, each
spanning a 45� wedge of angular positions around the center
of the sample space (bins were centered at 0�, 45�, and so
forth, see Fig. 5A), with jitter added in 1� increments with a
range of ±22� per bin to cover all 360� of possible locations to
minimize categorical coding of stimulus location. On two-
item trials, the position bins that each stimulus occupied
were fully counterbalanced across trials for each observer

Figure 1. Task schematic for experiments 1 and 2. In
both tasks, observers saw a brief sample display (250
ms) that contained to-be-remembered colored dots (1
or 2). After a brief delay (1,000ms), the color of the fixa-
tion dot turned blue or green to indicate which item
should be reported. Participants reported the angular
position of the cued dot by mouse click on the perime-
ter of a ring. A: example two-item trial for experiment 1,
which included only target items presented to the left
of fixation. B: example two-item trial for experiment 2.
At the start of each trial, participants were centrally
cued (250ms) to remember the location of items on
the left or right while ignoring distractor items pre-
sented on the opposite side of fixation. Cues were
100% valid and the color indicating the target side (or-
ange or magenta) was randomly assigned to each par-
ticipant and consistent throughout the experiment.
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(i.e., for a probed item in any given bin, the unprobed item
appeared in each of the 8 possible bins equally often). Thus,
the position bin that each stimulus occupied was random
with respect to the other, which allowed reconstruction of
spatial response functions (SRFs) for each stimulus independ-
ently. When both stimuli occupied the same position bin,
their exact position within the bin was constrained so that the
two items were separated by at least 0.4� of visual angle.

Experiment 2 task procedure and stimuli.
Participants performed essentially the same lateralized
memory task performed in experiment 1. On each trial,
observers were centrally cued to remember the location of
dots (1 or 2) presented to the left or right of fixation while
ignoring the location of distractor dots presented on the
uncued side of the screen (Fig. 1B).

Participants initiated each trial with a mouse click at fixa-
tion revealing a fixation point presented for 500–800ms
(randomly drawn as in experiment 1). Next, a cue appeared
to indicate the target side of the array, that is, the cue was
100% valid in indicating the target side of the array. The cue
consisted of a magenta (0.1� � 0.3�, 65.9 cd/m2) and orange
(0.1� � 0.3�, 69.7 cd/m2) bar presented to either side of fixa-
tion. The color orange or magenta pointing to the target side
of the screen was consistent throughout the experiment and
was pseudorandomized across subjects so an equal number
of subjects were assigned to each color mapping. Next, a
memory array that contained one or two colored target
circles presented to one side of fixation on a large gray ring
(8� of visual angle in diameter, 0.2� thick, 13.2 cd/m2) and the
same number of colored distractor circles presented on a
large gray ring on the opposite side of fixation appeared for
250ms. The center of each gray ring was 6� of visual angle
from fixation; thus, targets and distractors were presented
between 2� and 10� from fixation. On one-item trials, the tar-
get stimulus was blue (0.4� in diameter, 69.3 cd/m2) or green
(0.4� in diameter, 68.5 cd/m2) along with either a blue or
green distractor (i.e., the distractor color was random with
respect to the target color). On two-item trials, one target
stimulus was blue and the other was green. The distractor
array for two-item trials also contained one blue and one
green stimulus. The memory array was followed by a 1,000-
ms delay period with only the fixation point on the screen.
After the delay period, the fixation point turned blue or
green to indicate which stimulus to report. At the same time
a gray circular cursor (0.2� of visual angle in diameter,
13.2 cd/m2) appeared at the center of a gray ring (8� of visual
angle in diameter, 0.2� thick, 13.2 cd/m2) on the target side of
the display, and participants reported the remembered loca-
tion of the probed stimulus by using the mouse to click on
the perimeter of the probe ring.

Participants were instructed that stimuli on the distractor
side of the display would never be tested and to remember
the position of each target stimulus on the gray ring as pre-
cisely as possible. To encourage participants to respond as
accurately as possible while keeping their eyes on fixation,
they received feedback with their average angular perform-
ance and number of trials rejected for blinks and eye move-
ments every 72 trials. Participants performed as many trials
as they could complete during the 4-h EEG session, up to a
maximum of 13 blocks of 144 trials each. Set size (1 or 2),

probe color (green or blue), and target side (left or right)
were counterbalanced across each block so that an equal
number of each combination of trial types occurred in
each block. The order of trial types was randomized for
each block.

The angular position of each stimulus around the circular
stimulus space was sampled from six position bins, each
spanning a 60� wedge of angular positions around the center
of the sample space (bins were centered at 0�, 60�, and so
forth, see Fig. 8A), with jitter added in 1� increments with a
range of ±29� per bin to minimize categorical coding of stim-
ulus location. The number of bins was reduced from experi-
ment 1 (when we designed the task for experiment 2) to allow
for efficient counterbalancing of target and distractor posi-
tions. On two-item trials, the position bins that each target
stimulus occupied were fully counterbalanced across trials
for each observer (i.e., for a probed item in any given bin, the
unprobed item appeared in each of the 6 possible bins equally
often). Thus, the position bin that each target stimulus occu-
pied was random with respect to the other, which allowed
reconstruction of spatial response functions (SRFs) for each
target stimulus independently. The position bins of distractor
stimuli relative to each other were counterbalanced on two-
item trials as well. It was not possible to fully counterbalance
the position of target and distractor stimuli relative to each
other, however target and distractor position bins were ran-
dom with respect to each other across trials, which allows for
independent reconstruction of target and distractor stimuli.
When both target stimuli occupied the same position bin,
their exact position within the bin was constrained so that the
two items were separated by at least 0.4� of visual angle. This
distance requirement was not applied to distractors during
the task, but was enforced at analysis by dropping all trials in
which two-item distractors appeared within 0.4� of visual
angle from each other (�50 trials per subject).

Electrophysiology

The EEG was recorded from 32 active Ag/AgCl electrodes
mounted in an elastic cap (Brain Products actiCHamp,
Munich, Germany). The International 10–20 sites we
recorded from were O2, Oz, O1, P8, P4, Pz, P3, P7, PO8, PO4,
POz, PO3, PO7, T8, C4, Cz, C3, T7, FC6, FC5, F8, F4, Fp1, Fz,
Fp2, F3, and F7. We attached two additional electrodes with
stickers to the left and right mastoids and placed a ground
electrode in the cap at position FPz. We used a right mastoid
reference during data collection, and then rereferenced to
the algebraic average of the left and right mastoids offline.
EEG data were baseline corrected over the 300ms before
stimulus onset (experiment 1) and the 300ms before cue
onset (experiment 2). We recorded the electrooculogram
(EOG) with four active electrodes, which we used to monitor
for eye movements and blinks. We recorded horizontal EOG
from a bipolar pair of electrodes affixed �1 cm from the
external canthus of each eye, and we recorded vertical EOG
from a bipolar pair of electrodes affixed above and below the
right eye. We digitized data at 500Hz using Brain Vision
Recorder (Brain Products, Munich, German) running on a PC
and filtered data offline (low cutoff = 0.01Hz, high cutoff =
80Hz, slope from low to high cutoff = 12 dB/octave). We kept
impedance values below 10 kΩ.
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Eye Tracking

Gaze position was monitored using a desk-mounted Eye
Link 1000 Plus infrared eye-tracking camera (SR Research,
Ontario, Canada) while head location was stabilized with a
chin rest. Useable eye-tracking data were obtained for 17 of 21
participants in experiment 1 and 25 of 26 participants in
experiment 2. In experiment 1, gaze data were inspected off-
line for ocular artifacts to aid in artifact rejection. In experi-
ment 2, gaze data were used to reject trials in real time in
order provide participants with online feedback about eye
movements. Gaze data were also inspected for subtle eye
movements offline to aid in artifact rejection.

Artifact Rejection

Segmented EEG data were first subjected to an automatic ar-
tifact rejection pipeline to flag artifacts in the EEG signal (am-
plifier saturation, excessive muscle noise, and skin potentials).
For experiment 1, EEG segments were from 300ms before sam-
ple onset to 1,250ms after sample onset, and for experiment 2
segments were from 300ms before cue onset to 1,250 ms after
sample onset. Electrooculogram (EOG) and gaze data were also
subjected to an automatic artifact rejection routine to flag ocu-
lar artifacts (blinks and eye movements > 0.5� of visual angle).
The EEG, EOG, and gaze data were then visually inspected for
artifacts that the automatic rejection pipeline missed. Trials
contaminated by artifacts were discarded. We discarded elec-
trodes Fp1, Fp2, T7, and T8 for all observers because these
channels contained excessive high-frequency noise for many
participants. Data from one or two additional electrodes were
discarded for three participants in experiment 2 because of ex-
cessive high-frequency noise or sudden steps in voltage that
occur when an electrode is damaged. The discarded electrodes
for each participant were as follows: F7; F7 and F8; and FC5.
For the analysis of gaze position, we further excluded trials in
which the eye tracker was unable to detect the pupil, opera-
tionalized as any trial in which the horizontal gaze position
was more than 15� from fixation or the vertical gaze position
wasmore than 8.5� from fixation (off the computer monitor). A
software error with the eye tracker caused it to periodically
stop recording slightly early (up to 6ms before the end of the
delay period), thus we limited our gaze position analysis to
time points whenwe have data for all trials and subjects.

Rejection of ocular artifacts was effective in that the maxi-
mum variation in grand average horizontal electrooculogram
waveforms by target location bin was<2 mV for all conditions in
both experiments. Maximum variation in grand average vertical
electrooculogram waveforms by target bin was <3.5 mV for all
conditions in both experiments. Thus eye movements in both
experiments corresponded to variations in eye position of
<0.25� of visual angle, or just slightly larger than the size of the
fixationdot (33). For comparison, variation in grand-average hor-
izontal gaze position data by target location in anywas<0.12� of
visual angle for all conditions in both experiments, and variation
in grand-average vertical gaze position by target location was
<0.11� of visual angle for all conditions in both experiments.

Time-Frequency Analysis

Power values at each electrode and time point were calcu-
lated using the filter Hilbert method. Baselined EEG data

were first band-pass filtered using a two-way least squares fi-
nite impulse response filter (EEGLAB function: “eegfilt.m”) to
calculate frequency-specific activity at each electrode. Data
were band-pass filtered from 8 Hz to 12 Hz for a-band analy-
ses. Next, a Hilbert transform (MATLAB Signal Processing
Toolbox) was applied to obtain the complex analytic signal.
Finally, instantaneous power was calculated by squaring the
complex magnitude of the complex analytic signal. Note, that
to avoid edge artifacts during our time window of interest
(34), a longer trial epoch of 800ms before stimulus (experi-
ment 1) or cue (experiment 2) onset and 1,750ms after stimu-
lus onset (both experiments) was used for filtering and
calculating instantaneous power. The extraneous time points
were discarded before classification.

Pattern Classification and Partitioning Data into
Training and Test Sets

Pattern classification was conducted on the topographic
distribution of a-band power across electrodes. A naïve
Bayes classifier implementation of a linear discriminant
analysis was used to classify the probed position at each
time point (the classify.m function in MATLAB with diaglin-
ear argument).

For the pattern classification procedure, artifact-free trials
were first partitioned into independent sets of training and
test data for each observer. Across all analyses, trials were par-
titioned into three independent sets. The number of trials for
each set size, position bin, and (in experiment 2 only) hemi-
field in each set were equated. Because of this constraint, a
subset of trials was not assigned to any set. Thus, an iterative
approach was used to make use of all available trials. For each
iteration, trials were randomly partitioned into sets, as
described, and pattern classification was performed on the
resulting training and test data. Therefore, the trials that were
not included in any set were different for each iteration. The
resulting classification outputs across iterations were aver-
aged. This iterative approach reduced noise in the resulting
classifier outputs by minimizing the influences of idiosyncra-
sies that were specific to any given assignment of trials to sets.
One hundred iterations were conducted for all analyses.

Once trials were assigned to the three sets, averages for
each position bin in each set were calculated to obtain a ma-
trix of power values across all electrodes for each position
bin (electrodes � position bin), for each time point. A leave-
one-out-cross-validation routine was used such that two of
three sets served as training data and the remaining set
served as the test data. The classifier routine was applied
three times using each of the three matrices as the test set,
and the remaining two as the training set.

For experiment 1, the classifier was always trained on an
equal mixture of one- and two-item trials. Only the data
included in the test set varied by analysis. We trained and
tested the classifier in this manner whenever possible
because it is difficult to interpret differences in selectivity
between conditions if a different training set is used for each
condition (35). For the combined one- and two-item analysis
(Fig. 5B), the classifier was also tested on an equal mixture of
one- and two-item trials. For analyses focused on one- and
two-item trials separately (Fig. 4), the classifier was tested on
one- and two-item data separately. In experiment 2, data
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were partitioned into training and test sets as described for
experiment 1, with the exception that classification was con-
ducted on left and right targets separately.

To obtain spatial response functions (SRFs), classifier outputs
for each position bin (i.e., Fig. 5B) were circularly shifted to a
common center so the center position was the position corre-
sponding to the probed stimulus (i.e., 0 on the target offset y-
axis; Fig. 4A), these shifted spatial response functions were then
averaged across all position bins to obtain an SRF. Confusion
matrices for each condition were simply the unshifted classifier
outputs for each position bin. In experiment 2, targets were pre-
sented in circular spaces to both the left and right of fixation. To
obtain confusion matrices for model comparison that included
both hemifields (all-item, one-item, and two-item comparisons),
pattern classification outputs were averaged across matched
positions relative to fixation for left and right trials.

Finally, because the exact patterns of a-band activity that
correspond to each remembered position likely vary across
participants, we applied the pattern classification routine
separately for each participant and statistical analyses were
performed on the classifier output. This approach allowed us
to disregard differences in how location-selective activity is
mapped to scalp-distributed patterns of power across partici-
pants and instead focus on the profile of activity in the com-
mon stimulus or information space (36).

Statistical Analysis

Modeling response error.
Response error was measured as the number of degrees
between the presented angular location on the target ring and
the reported angular location on the target ring. Errors ranged
from 0� (a perfect response) to ±180� (a maximally imprecise
response). To quantify memory performance, a mixture
model was fit to the distribution of response errors for each
participant using MemToolbox (37). The distribution of
response errors for one-item trials wasmodeled as a two-com-
ponent mixture mode, comprising a von Mises distribution
centered on the correct value (i.e., a response error of 0), cor-
responding to trials in which the probed location was remem-
bered, and a uniform distribution, corresponding to guesses
in which the reported location was random with respect to
the probed location. We obtained maximum likelihood esti-
mates for two parameters: 1) the dispersion of the von Mises
distribution (SD), which reflects response precision; and 2)
the height of the uniform distribution (pGuess), which reflects
the probability of guessing. For two-item trials, the distribu-
tion of response errors was modeled as a three-component
mixture model that included an additional von Mises compo-
nent centered on the location of the unprobed target item,
corresponding to trials in which participants mistakenly
reported the location of the unprobed target item (pSwap).
Thus, maximum likelihood estimates were obtained for the
same parameters as one-item trials (SD and pGuess), with the
addition of a third parameter that reflects the probability of
swaps (pSwap), that is the probability of reporting the other
location that was shown in the target array.

Spatial selectivity.
Linear regression was used to measure response function
slope and quantify the spatial selectivity of response

functions. Specifically, the slope of the response function was
calculated as a function of distance from the remembered
location after collapsing across location bins equidistant from
the remembered location (e.g., ±2 bins). Higher response func-
tion slope values indicate greater spatial selectivity.

Model comparison.
For the polar angular model, we assumed that a-band ac-
tivity tracks the angular location of stimuli relative to fixa-
tion. We first calculated the squared distance (s � r)2

between the angular location (in degrees) relative to fixa-
tion of each possible location s and every possible stimulus
location r. For the coordinate model, we assumed that
a-band activity tracks the Euclidean distance between
stimuli, and we first calculated the squared Euclidean dis-

tance
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sx � rxð Þ2 � sy � ryð Þ2

q� �2

between the x and y coor-

dinates (in pixels, the maximum distance between any two
points in the target space is 383 pixels) of each possible
location s and every possible stimulus location r.

Next, for both models, we calculated the average squared
distance between every location in each presented stimulus
bin and every location in each possible classifier output bin
to obtain a vector (j) of average squared distances between
the locations in each presented stimulus bin relative to the
locations in each classifier output bin. We then modeled the
profile of expected classifier outputs for each presented stim-
ulus location bin as follows:

f ðjÞ ¼ b þ e� j�lð Þ=2r2
;

where j is a vector of distances (average squared distance
between locations in the presented stimulus bin and loca-
tions in each classifier output bin) and m is the mean of a
Gaussian normal distribution that is fixed at zero (centered
on the distance from the presented stimulus bin), r equals
the standard deviation of the Gaussian normal distribution,
and b equals the baseline of the function. We then converted
the resulting tuning function for each presented location bin
to a probability vector that sums to 1, by dividing each ele-
ment in the tuning function by the sum of the tuning
function

p classifiedð Þ ¼ f jð ÞPn
i¼1

f jið Þ
;

to obtain an estimate of classifier outputs for each presented
location bin for each parameterization of the model. Fitting
of each model was performed via a grid search procedure in
which we searched Gaussian values of 0.1 to 400 in steps of
0.1 and searched baseline values of 0.01 to 10 in steps of 0.01.
The best fitting parameters were defined as those that mini-
mized the residual sum of squared errors between the
predicted classifier outputs and the actual classifier out-
puts for all presented locations. Thus, one set of best fit-
ting parameter values was obtained for all presented
locations.

The Bayesian information criterion [BIC; see Ref. 38 for
a similar implementation (39)] was calculated to compare
the goodness of fit of each model using the following
equation:
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BIC ¼ k ln ðnÞ þ n ln
RSS
n

� �
;

where k is the number of model parameters, n is the number
of data points being simultaneously fit, and RSS is the resid-
ual sum of squares. Lower (i.e., more negative) values of BIC
indicate a better fit accounting for the number of parameters
of the model.

Cluster-based permutation test.
A cluster-based permutation test was used to determine when
spatial selectivity was reliably above chance while controlling
for multiple comparisons (34, 40). Periods of above-chance
spatial selectivity were identified for each analysis by per-
forming a one-sided t test against a slope of 0 at each time
point in the a-band analyses. Next, clusters of contiguous
time points that exceeded chance were identified. For each
cluster, a test statistic was calculated by summing all the t val-
ues in the cluster. A Monte Carlo randomization procedure
was used to empirically approximate a null distribution for
this test statistic. Specifically, the pattern classification proce-
dure for each analysis was repeated 1,000 times for each sub-
ject, but the bin labels within each training and test set were
randomized. For each permutation of the randomization anal-
ysis, spatial selectivity was calculated across time to identify
clusters of above-chance spatial selectivity using the same
approach that was applied to the nonrandomized data. For
each permutation, the highest summed test statistic for any
cluster was calculated resulting in a null distribution of 1,000
cluster statistics. Finally, clusters that had test statistics larger
than the 95th percentile of the null distributionwere identified.
Thus, the cluster test was a one-tailed test with an a level of
0.05 corrected formultiple comparisons.

Data Availability

Data and analysis code for both experiments can be found
on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/t5n9z/).

RESULTS

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed to determine whether a-band
activity tracks the vertical and horizontal coordinates of
attended stimuli within a visual hemifield or if the resolution
of a-band activity is limited to tracking the angular coordi-
nates of stimuli around fixation. We note here, that we made

the decision to present trials exclusively to the left visual
hemifield in experiment 1 for two reasons. First, given our
uncertainty about whether or not a-band power tracks the pre-
cise locations presented within a single hemifield in the first
place, we sought to maximize the number of trials presented
within each location bin rather than testing whether the results
apply to presentation in both hemifields. Second, parietal net-
works are thought to play a critical role in the deployment of
spatial attention (41, 42), and parietal and occipital networks
are thought to be generators of a-band activity (43, 44). There
is a well-known asymmetry in parietal attention networks in
which right parietal cortex primarily controls attention to the
left side of space, whereas both the left and right hemispheres
control attention to the right side of space (41, 45). Based on
these known hemispheric asymmetries, we worried that it
might be possible to decode locations presented to the right
visual field but not the left visual field. Thus, we decided that
presenting stimuli to the left visual field would be a more con-
servative approach for answering whether a-band activity
tracks fine grained-representations within a visual hemifield.

Behavior.
Observers’mnemonic precision (SD) was worse (Fig. 2A) when
they maintained two items (M = 10.2�; SD = 2.3�) than when
they maintained one item [M = 8.7�; SD = 2.3�; t(20) = 8.18; P <
0.0001]. We observed negligible guessing (pGuess; Fig. 2B) in
both one-item (M = 0.44%; SD = 0.64%) and two-item trials
(M = 0.33%; SD = 0.52%) and did not see a reliable difference
in guess rate between conditions [t(20) = �1.005; P = 0.327].
Observers were unlikely to report the location of the unprobed
item (pSwap; Fig. 2C) on two-item trials (M = 0.70%; SD =
1.06%). Finally, median response times (Fig. 2D) were slower
for two-item trials (M = 1,344 ms; SD = 442ms) than one-item
trials [M = 1,225ms; SD = 419ms; t(20)=12.22; P <0.0001].
Thus, subjects’ behavior was consistent with canonical find-
ings in the literature, and we now turn to the main question of
how a-band activity tracks remembered locations.

a-Band activity tracks fine-grained representations
within a hemifield.
To determine whether a-band activity tracks fine-grained rep-
resentations within a visual hemifield or is only sensitive to
angular locations around fixation, we first looked at the topog-
raphy of delay period a-band power for each remembered
position. Figure 3 shows the grand average scalp distribution
of percent change in delay period a-band power (250–1,250

Figure 2. Behavioral performance for experiment 1.
Showing mixture model parameters for mnemonic
precision (SD) (A), guess rate (pGuess) (B), the rate of
reporting the unprobed item instead of the probed
item (pSwap) (C), and median response times as a
function of memory load (1 vs. 2 items) (D). Note that
swap rate was not defined for one-item trials and is
plotted at zero for all participants. Light gray lines
represent individual participants. Black lines repre-
sent the mean. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
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ms) relative to baseline as a function of remembered location.
We used a baseline of �300 to �100ms before sample onset
to avoid including a-band activity related to the sample via
temporal smearing that is inherent to the filtering process
(34). These scalpmaps reveal that the pattern of a-band power
across electrodes subtly varies as a function of the remem-
bered location within a hemifield, which extends on previous
work showing that the topography of a-band power varies
with angular location around fixation (8, 46). Note that we
plotted these patterns relative to the pretrial baseline to facili-
tate comparison with past work that employed the same
method for stimuli presented around fixation, whereas the
a-band power used for pattern classification was not baseline
corrected. Thus, these analyses are complementary ways of
analyzing the same underlying signal.

To test whether topographic patterns of a-band activity
(8–12Hz) contain sufficient information to reliably track
remembered locations moment-by-moment throughout the
task, we used a linear discriminant classifier to decode the
location of remembered stimuli from patterns of a-band
power at each time point during the memory task. We
observed robust spatial response functions for both one-item
(Fig. 4A) and two-item (Fig. 4B) trials, with both conditions
showing peak classification in the remembered location
(a target offset of 0) during the working memory delay pe-
riod. Next, we quantified spatial selectivity across time for
each condition by calculating the slope of the SRF at
each time point (see METHODS). Cluster-based permuta-
tion tests revealed that the spatial selectivity of a-band
SRFs was reliably above 0 from shortly after the sample
onset to the end of the delay period for one-item trials,
and reliably above zero from shortly after sample onset
through the first second of the delay period for two-
item trials (P < 0.05; corrected for multiple compari-
sons; Fig. 4C).

a-Band representations reflect the vertical and
horizontal coordinates of remembered locations.
Our observation of reliable spatially selective a-band activity
provides evidence that a-band activity tracks the encoding

and maintenance of the location of items presented within a
visual hemifield. However, this observation alone does not
provide enough information to determine whether a-band ac-
tivity tracks both the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a
remembered stimulus relative to fixation or whether a-band
activity only tracks the angular coordinates of a stimulus
around fixation. To distinguish between these possibilities,
we ran a linear discriminant analysis on data from both condi-
tions to maximize the number of trials included in each posi-
tion bin and then examined the average confusion matrix of
classifier outputs (i.e., the proportion of classifier responses in
each spatial bin for each remembered location) during the
working memory delay period (Fig. 5B). If a-band activity is
sensitive to both the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the
stimulus, we expected to observe robust spatial selectivity for
each remembered location. Alternatively, if a-band activity is
sensitive to the angular location of stimuli relative to fixation,
we instead expected to observe robust SRFs at the extremes of
the vertical axis (e.g., stimuli in bins 3 and 7, see Fig. 5, A and
C) and weak double peaked SRFs for positions along the mid-
line. Supporting the hypothesis that a-band activity tracks
both the vertical and horizontal coordinates of a stimulus rela-
tive to fixation, we observed a clear graded SRF for each of the
eight position bins and little evidence of confusion between
midline positions (e.g., 1 and 5; Fig. 5B). Next, we conducted a

Figure 3. Topography of a-band power during the memory delay (250–
1,250 ms) of experiment 1. Topography of percent change in a-band power
for each remembered position relative to the topography of baseline
a-band power (�300 to�100ms).

Figure 4. a-Band spatial response functions as a function of memory load
for experiment 1. Average a-band spatial response functions for the one-
item (A) and two-item (B) conditions. C: the spatial selectivity of spatial
response functions across time (measured as response function slope,
see METHODS) as a function of memory load. The blue (one-item) and red
(two-item) markers at the top of the panel indicate the period of above-
chance selectivity obtained using a cluster-based permutation test. The
shaded error bars reflect ±1 SE across observers.
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model comparison on the average confusion matrix to test
whether the model predicted by the polar angle of stimuli rel-
ative to fixation or the two-dimensional coordinates of stimuli
relative to fixation provided the best fit of the observed data.
We found that the best fitting coordinate model (Fig. 5D) pro-
vided a better fit of the data after accounting for the number
of sample points than the best fitting angular model (Fig. 5C;
Table 1). In line with past work demonstrating that spatial
a-band representations have a similar format in one- and two-
item conditions (13), we observed a similar pattern of results
when the average classifier output for each position was
examined separately for the one-item (Fig. 5E) and two-item
(Fig. 5F) trials. The coordinate model provided a better fit of
the data than the angular model for both set sizes (Table 1). As
a general guideline, a difference in BIC scores of 2–6 is taken

as positive evidence that there is a difference between
two model fits, a difference of 6–10 is interpreted as
strong evidence, and a difference of more than 10 is inter-
preted as very strong evidence (47). Thus, the difference
in BIC scores we observed here (all DBICs > 20) can be
interpreted as very strong evidence in favor of the coordi-
nate model.

Discussion.
In experiment 1, we found that a-band activity tracks the ver-
tical and horizontal coordinates of remembered stimuli
when stimuli were consistently presented to the same side of
fixation in the absence of distractors. Although a strength of
the design in experiment 1was that it allowed us tomaximize
the number of trials presented in each position bin, covert

Figure 5. Unshifted classifier outputs from a-band
power during the memory delay (250–1,250ms)
of experiment 1. A: sample stimuli varied in posi-
tion around the response space and were catego-
rized as belonging to one of eight position bins
(each a 45� wedge of the stimulus space) cen-
tered on bin 1, 2, etc. B: confusion matrix of classi-
fier choices for one- and two-item stimuli. C:
confusion matrix of best fit angular model to the
one- and two-item confusion matrix. D: confusion
matrix of best fit coordinate model to the one- and
two-item confusion matrix. E: confusion matrix of
classifier choices for one-item stimuli. F: confusion
matrix of classifier choices for two-item stimuli.
The coordinate model provides a better fit (lower
BIC score) of the observed data, indicating that
the topography of a-band activity tracks the pre-
cise vertical and horizontal coordinates of remem-
bered stimuli and not just angular location relative
to fixation. BIC, Bayesian information criterion.

Table 1. Comparison of model fits for experiment 1

Trial Type b Ang b Coord r Ang r Coord RSS Ang RSS Coord BIC Ang BIC Coord DBIC

All 2.63 1.28 16.6 200.8 0.0173 0.0056 �517.66 �589.63 71.97
One item 3.48 1.82 15.9 166.1 0.0200 0.0092 �508.13 �558.09 49.96
Two items 4.73 1.85 13.2 249.4 0.0140 0.0092 �530.92 �557.72 26.80

Ang, angular model; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; Coord, coordinate model; RSS, residual sum of squares.
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attention typically has to operate flexibly by selecting in-
formation across the entire visual field, often in the pres-
ence of distractors. Thus, it is possible that the results
from experiment 1 represent an upper bound on the reso-
lution of spatially specific a-band activity, whereas the re-
solution of this spatially specific a-band activity is
considerably worse in more traditional memory tasks in
which the target hemifield changes trial-to-trial and tar-
gets are accompanied by distractors. Our goal in experi-
ment 2 was to test whether the spatial selectivity we
observed in experiment 1 is also present in a more tradi-
tional lateralized design.

Experiment 2
In experiment 2, we extend our observations from
experiment 1 and show that the precise coordinates of
remembered stimuli could be decoded when targets
were presented to either side of fixation in the presence
of an equal number of distractors in the opposite
hemifield.

a-Band activity tracks fine-grained representations in
both the left and right hemifields.
In experiment 1, we provided evidence that a-band ac-
tivity tracks the coordinates of remembered stimuli
when targets were presented to the left of fixation. In
experiment 2, we tested whether the spatial selectivity
of a-band representations varied as a function of
whether target stimuli were presented to the left or right
visual hemifield. Figure 6 shows the grand average scalp
distribution of percent change in delay period a-band
power (250–1,250 ms) relative to baseline (�300 ms to
�100 ms before the hemifield cue) as a function of
remembered location. As in experiment 1, these scalp
maps show that the pattern of a-band power across elec-
trodes varies as a function of remembered location
within each hemifield.

Consistent with the results from experiment 1, linear dis-
criminant classification revealed robust decoding of remem-
bered locations when stimuli were presented in the left
visual hemifield (Fig. 7A). We also found that we obtained ro-
bust decoding of remembered stimuli for items presented to
the right hemifield (Fig. 7B). We did not observe a difference
in spatial selectivity for targets presented to the left (M =
0.0114, SD = 0.0156) and right (M = 0.0126, SD = 0.0114) vis-
ual field [t(25) = �0.3867, P = 0.702; Fig. 7C). These results
show that patterns of a-band activity can be used to track the

location of stimuli presented to either visual hemifield in the
presence of distractors in the opposite hemifield.

Our motivation for using only the left visual field in
experiment 1 was because of the well-known asymmetry in
visual parietal attention networks in which right parietal cor-
tex primarily controls attention to the left side of space,
whereas parietal cortex in both the left and right hemi-
spheres control attention to the right side of space (41, 45).
Although we found robust decoding of remembered

Figure 6. Topography of a-band power
during the memory delay (250–1,250ms)
of experiment 2. Topography of percent
change in a-band power for each remem-
bered position relative to the topography
of baseline a-band power (�300 to �100
ms before the hemifield cue). The scalp
topographies in the center of each circular
space show the topography of all target
positions within a hemifield relative to
baseline.

Figure 7. a-Band spatial response functions as a function of target hemi-
field for experiment 2. Average a-band spatial response functions for tar-
gets presented to the left (A) and right (B) hemifields. C: the spatial
selectivity of spatial response functions across time (measured as
response function slope, see METHODS) as a function of target hemifield.
The cyan (left hemifield) and magenta (right hemifield) markers at the top
of the panel indicate the period of above-chance selectivity obtained
using a cluster-based permutation test. The shaded error bars reflect ±1
SE across observers.
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locations presented to the left visual field in both experi-
ments, we wondered if there might be asymmetries in the
decoding accuracy for stimuli presented to the left versus
right hemifield if we focused our analysis on lateralized sub-
sets of electrodes. For example, one might expect to observe
superior spatial selectivity from electrodes on the right side
of the cap relative to electrodes on left side of the cap for
stimuli presented to the left visual hemifield and no differ-
ence in selectivity across electrodes for stimuli presented to
the right visual hemifield.

To test this question, we ran a classifier analysis
using only electrodes on the right side of the cap (“O2,”
“PO4,” “PO8,” “P4,” “P8,” “C4,” “FC6,” “F8,” “F4”) or
left side of the cap (“O1,” “PO3,” “PO7,” “P3,” “P7,” “C3,”
“FC5,” “F7,” “F3”). For experiment 2, we examined the
average delay period selectivity with a two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA (with factors for visual
hemifield and electrode side). This revealed a signifi-
cant main effect of electrode side [F(1,25) = 7.39, P =
0.012] such that spatial selectivity was higher for right
electrodes (M = 0.0111, SD = 0.011) than left electrodes
(M = 0.0065, SD = 0.01) regardless of the presented
hemifield. We did not observe a significant main effect
of visual hemifield [F(1,25) = 0.113, P = 0.739] and the
factors of visual hemifield and electrode side did not
interact significantly [F(1,25) = 1.486, P = 0.234].
However, we did not observe a significant difference in
spatial selectivity between left (M = 0.0108, SD = 0.0087)
and right (M = 0.0093, SD = 0.009) electrodes in experi-
ment 1 [t(20) = 0.65, P = 0.523) in contrast to the results
from experiment 2. Thus, although it is possible that the
randomized hemifield of target stimuli or presence of dis-
tractor items in experiment 2 are important for generating
this effect, we will not focus further on this observation.

a-Band representations track the vertical and
horizontal coordinates of stimuli in both the left and
right hemifields.
As in experiment 1, our goal was to determine whether
a-band activity tracks both the horizontal and vertical coor-
dinates of remembered stimuli or whether a-band activity
only tracks the angular coordinates of stimuli relative to fixa-
tion. We ran a linear discriminant analysis on data, includ-
ing each hemifield and set size, and then examined the
average confusion matrix of classifier outputs (i.e., the pro-
portion of classifier responses in each spatial bin for each
remembered location) during the working memory delay pe-
riod (Fig. 8B). If a-band activity is sensitive to both the vertical
and horizontal coordinates of the stimulus, we expected to
observe robust spatial selectivity for each remembered loca-
tion with confusions bleeding only into neighboring locations
on the presentation ring (Fig. 8D) while we expected a pattern
of confusions among items presented along the midline if
a-band activity is limited to tracking the angular location of
remembered items (Fig. 8C). In line with our results from
experiment 1 and the hypothesis that a-band activity tracks
both the vertical and horizontal coordinates of remembered

stimuli, we observed a clear graded SRF for each of the six
possible position bins when averaging across matched posi-
tion bins for left and right targets (Fig. 8B). To formally test
this observation, we conducted a model comparison to deter-
mine whether the model predicted by the angular location of
stimuli relative to fixation or the two-dimensional coordinates
of stimuli provided the best fit of the observed data. We found
that the best fitting coordinate model (Fig. 8D) provided a bet-
ter fit of the data after accounting for the number of sample
points and model parameters than the best fitting angular
model (Fig. 8C; Table 2). We observed a similar pattern of
results in which the coordinate model provided a better fit of
the data when the average classifier output for each position
was examined separately for left (Fig. 8E) and right (Fig. 8F)
trials (Table 2). As in experiment 1, we also observed a similar
pattern of results when the average classifier output for each
position was examined separately for one-item (Fig. 8G) and
two-item (Fig. 8H) trials. With the coordinatemodel providing
a better fit of the data than the angularmodel for all trial types
(Table 2). BIC differences ranged from 7.8 to 27.8, providing
strong to very strong evidence in favor of the coordinate
model (47). Fn11

DISCUSSION
Covert spatial attention is proposed to play a critical role

in how we sample available visual information and in how
we maintain (3–5) and retrieve memories (48, 49). Thus,
there is great interest in characterizing and understanding
neural signals that track the moment-by-moment focus of
covert attention. Recent work has proposed that EEG a-band
activity is one such signal that tracks the focus of covert
attention (1, 2). In line with this view is a substantial body of
work showing that EEG a-band activity tracks the angular
position of attended (6–9) and remembered locations (10–
14). However, a defining feature of spatial attention is that it
facilitates processing in a specific region of the visual field
(15, 17), and extant work has yet to determine whether
a-band activity can track the two-dimensional coordinates of
attended or remembered stimuli.

In the current study, we tested whether EEG a-band activ-
ity reflects the focus of covert attention in lower level visual
areas with spatially precise receptive fields with resolution
sufficient to track the two-dimensional coordinates of
remembered stimuli within a visual hemifield or if instead
a-band activity reflects the effects of covert spatial attention
at a coarser level of visual processing in attentional control
regions with large visual fields (such as the frontal eye field)
and is limited to tracking the angular coordinates of remem-
bered stimuli. Our results show that patterns of EEG a-band
activity can be used to track the location of one or two
remembered items throughout the delay period of a lateral-
ized working memory task. Critically, model comparison
revealed that these same patterns of a-band activity reflect
the two-dimensional coordinates of remembered stimuli
rather than their angular location relative to fixation.
Together these results provide evidence that a-band activity

1.We note that our analysis of experiment 2 is limited to extending the critical finding of experiment 1, that a-band activ-
ity tracks the coordinates of target stimuli rather than their angular location relative to fixation.
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tracks the spotlight of covert attention focused on locations
beingmaintained in workingmemory.

At least one previous study has found that a-band power
does not track the eccentricity of attended locations (29). How
dowe reconcile the present findings with this work? One possi-
bility is that the sensitivity of the topography of a-band power
to differences in eccentricity is fairly coarse in the absence of
differences in angular location. For example, Roijendijk et al.
(29) used stimuli that were 3.5� of visual angle in eccentricity.
In the current experiment, stimuli within a hemifield that

varied only in eccentricity, and not angular location, were sep-
arated by 8� of visual angle. Thus, our observation that we
could clearly differentiate stimuli along the midline is in line
with the past observation that patterns of a-band activity could
differentiate eccentricity along the midline when stimuli are
more than 6� of visual angle apart (28). Interestingly, based
only on past work, we might have predicted that it would not
be possible to distinguish between the patterns of a-band
activity for positions that were quite similar in visual angle
(i.e., bins 2 and 3; Fig. 4) and much closer in eccentricity

Figure 8. Unshifted classifier outputs from a-band
power during the memory delay (250–1,250 ms)
of experiment 2. A: sample stimuli varied in posi-
tion around the response space and were catego-
rized as belonging to one of six position bins in
each target hemifield (each a 60� wedge of the
stimulus space) centered at bin 1, 2, etc. B: aver-
age delay period confusion matrix of classifier
choices for all trial types. C: confusion matrix of
best fit angular model to the all trial type confusion
matrix. D: confusion matrix of best fit coordinate
model to the all trial type confusion matrix. E: con-
fusion matrix of classifier choices for stimuli pre-
sented to the left hemifield. F: confusion matrix of
classifier choices for stimuli presented to the right
hemifield. G: confusion matrix of classifier choices
for one-item stimuli. H: confusion matrix of classi-
fier choices for two-item stimuli. The coordinate
model provides a better fit (lower BIC score) of the
observed data for all categories of stimuli, indicat-
ing that the topography of a-band activity tracks
the precise vertical and horizontal coordinates of
remembered stimuli and not just angular
location relative to fixation. BIC, Bayesian informa-
tion criterion.
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(�2� of visual angle apart). However, we observed a clear
peak in classifier responses at each of these positions, sug-
gesting that a combination of differences in eccentricity
and angular location may be easier to differentiate than
eccentricity differences alone. Across both experiments,
we found that patterns of EEG a-band activity at adjacent
locations were more similar than patterns at more distant
locations. This graded pattern of location selectivity is in
line with past observations tracking angular locations with
a-band activity (11, 13). Furthermore, this observation pro-
vides a potential explanation for a recent observation that
patterns of a-band activity that track remembered angular
locations at one eccentricity can be used to reconstruct the
focus of spatial attention at the same angular location at a
different eccentricity [see Fig. 6 of van Moorselaar et al.
(9)]. Specifically, it seems plausible that the patterns of
a-band activity tracking stimuli at different eccentricities
and the same angular location are similar enough to allow
generalization, even if the patterns of a-band activity
observed at different eccentricities are not identical.

FMRI work has shown that spatial priority maps through-
out the visual hierarchy reflect the focus of covert attention
and that representation size in these priority maps increases
from early to later visual areas (26, 50). The present findings
indicate that the receptive field sizes of the neurons in the
area or areas generating this a activity are of small to moder-
ate size (18). Our findings are in line with recent magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG) source localization work finding that a
sources for stimuli presented around fixation approximate
the retinotopic organization of early- to mid-level visual
areas (24) and suggest that both EEG and MEG activity may
reflect similar underlying sources. However, the spatial cov-
erage of the present work was fairly sparse, so exactly which
level or levels of the visual processing stream that these spa-
tially specific patterns of a-band activity reflect remains an
open question. Future experiments employing a more fine-
grained distribution of target stimuli may prove a useful
means of determining the resolution of a-band activity and
identifying precisely which areas of the visual hierarchy
these spatially specific a-band representations reflect.

Throughout the manuscript, we have argued that patterns
of EEG a-band activity on the scalp reflect a spotlight of spa-
tial attention to locations maintained in working memory.
Although our results clearly show that patterns of a-band ac-
tivity reflect the specific two-dimensional coordinates of tar-
get stimuli, we think it is worth noting that long-standing
questions about the extent to which spatial attention actually
mimics a spotlight (15) apply to our results as well. For exam-
ple, our results tell us little about the shape or spatial extent

of spatially specific a-band representations because the spa-
tially specific activity we observed could reflect either a circu-
lar spotlight of attention around the target location or a
vector of attention spanning from fixation to the target loca-
tion. Similarly, it remains unclear whether it is possible to
represent multiple remembered locations at once without
representing locations in between them. We are optimistic
that future studies using this techniquewill help answer these
questions and facilitate a better understanding of the role of
spatial attention in spatial workingmemory.
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